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Welcome to 
Herkimer!



The Village of Herkimer is completing their Brownfield Opportunity Area
Plan. Let’s help the Village identify brownfield sites to add to their
inventory. You must collect sites that meet the EPA's definition of a
brownfield, which is:

“Real property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be 
complicated by the presence or potential presence of a hazardous 

substance, pollutant, or contaminant.” 
1) Which of these properties meet this definition?
2) What other information do you need to make the determination?
3) Where can you obtain that information?

Village of Herkimer’s
BOA



Shamrock = NOT a Brownfield

Rainbow = MAYBE a Brownfield

Gold Coin = IS a Brownfield

Ready… Set… Sticker!
LEGEND



Break off into groups of 4-5 people and read over your 
assigned organization’s mission and task. With these in 
mind, choose one of the seven mapped brownfield sites to 
redevelop. Under “Support,” write which other 
organization(s) you would like to partner with for this project. 
1) Why did you choose this site?
2) How will this project help your meet your mission?
3) What are three steps to take next in your Brownfield 

project?

Mohawk Valley 
Brownfield Sites



Technical Assistance to 
Brownfield Communities (TAB)

TAB is a technical assistance program, funded by the USEPA, which is
intended to serve as an independent resource to communities and
nonprofits attempting to clean up and reclaim Brownfields.

NJIT has served as an EPA-designated TAB provider since 2008. NJIT
is currently the TAB provider for EPA Region 2 and Region 4.

Assistance is 
free of charge!

Region 4
Region 2



tab@njit.edu

Contact Us

www.njit.edu/tab

https://www.linkedin.com/company/njit-tab/

(973) 642-4165
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